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exotic and different as Thailand, the former Yugoslavia, and New York City, exploring religion and
spirituality, politics and personalities, and the mysteries of everyday life.
The Complete Persepolis - Marjane Satrapi 2011-04-01

Relish - Lucy Knisley 2013-04-02
A graphically illustrated, recipe-complemented memoir by the indie cartoonist author of French Milk
describes her food-enriched youth as the daughter of a chef and a gourmet, key memories that were
marked by special meals and the ways in which cooking has imparted valuable life lessons. Original.
So We Read On - Maureen Corrigan 2014-09-09
The "Fresh Air" book critic investigates the enduring power of The Great Gatsby -- "The Great American
Novel we all think we've read, but really haven't." Conceived nearly a century ago by a man who died
believing himself a failure, it's now a revered classic and a rite of passage in the reading lives of millions.
But how well do we really know The Great Gatsby? As Maureen Corrigan, Gatsby lover extraordinaire,
points out, while Fitzgerald's masterpiece may be one of the most popular novels in America, many of us
first read it when we were too young to fully comprehend its power. Offering a fresh perspective on what
makes Gatsby great-and utterly unusual-So We Read On takes us into archives, high school classrooms, and
even out onto the Long Island Sound to explore the novel's hidden depths, a journey whose revelations
include Gatsby's surprising debt to hard-boiled crime fiction, its rocky path to recognition as a "classic,"
and its profound commentaries on the national themes of race, class, and gender. With rigor, wit, and
infectious enthusiasm, Corrigan inspires us to re-experience the greatness of Gatsby and cuts to the heart
of why we are, as a culture, "borne back ceaselessly" into its thrall. Along the way, she spins a new and
fascinating story of her own.
I Thought I Knew You - Penny Hancock 2019-03-07
For fans of He Said/She Said and Anatomy of a Scandal, Penny Hancock’s I Thought I Knew You is about
secrets and lies – and whose side you take when it really matters. Who do you know better? Your oldest
friend? Or your child? And who should you believe when one accuses the other of an abhorrent crime? Jules
and Holly have been best friends since university. They tell each other everything, trading revelations and
confessions, and sharing both the big moments and the small details of their lives: Holly is the only person
who knows about Jules’s affair; Jules was there for Holly when her husband died. And their two children –
just four years apart – have grown up together. So when Jules’s daughter Saffie makes a rape allegation
against Holly’s son Saul, neither woman is prepared for the devastating impact this will have on their
friendship or their families. Especially as Holly, in spite of her principles, refuses to believe her son is
guilty.
The Venice Chronicles - Enrico Casarosa 2008
Cartoonist Enrico Casarosa chronicles his trip to Venice, Italy.
Trees of Delhi - Pradip Krishen 2006

Lucy - Jamaica Kincaid 2002-09-04
Lucy, a teenage girl from the West Indies, comes to America to work as an au pair for a wealthy couple. She
begins to notice cracks in their beautiful façade at the same time that the mysteries of own sexuality begin
to unravel. Jamaica Kincaid has created a startling new heroine who is destined to win a place of honor in
contemporary fiction.
My Name Is Victoria - Lucy Worsley 2018-05-08
By turns thrilling, dramatic, and touching, this is the story of Queen Victoria's childhood as you've never
heard it before. Miss V. Conroy is good at keeping secrets. She likes to sit as quiet as a mouse, neat and
discreet. But when her father sends her to Kensington Palace to become the companion to Princess
Victoria, Miss V soon finds that she can no longer remain in the shadows. Her father is Sir John Conroy,
confidant and financial advisor to Victoria’s mother, and he has devised a strict set of rules for the young
princess that he calls the Kensington System. It governs Princess Victoria's behavior and keeps her locked
away from the world. Sir John says it's for the princess's safety, but Victoria herself is convinced that it's to
keep her lonely and unhappy. Torn between loyalty to her father and her growing friendship with the willful
and passionate princess, Miss V has a decision to make: continue in silence or speak out. In an engaging,
immersive tale, Lucy Worsley spins one of England’s best-known periods into a fresh and surprising story
that will delight both young readers of historical fiction and fans of the television show featuring Victoria.
Mississippi Prison Writing - 2021
French Milk - Lucy Knisley 2009-04-14
Through delightful drawings, photographs, and musings, twenty-three-year-old Lucy Knisley documents a
six-week trip she and her mother took to Paris when each was facing a milestone birthday. With a quirky
flat in the fifth arrondissement as their home base, they set out to explore all the city has to offer, watching
fireworks over the Eiffel Tower on New Year's Eve, visiting Oscar Wilde's grave, loafing at cafés, and, of
course, drinking delicious French milk. What results is not only a sweet and savory journey through the City
of Light but a moving, personal look at a mother-daughter relationship.
The Irish Twins - Lucy Fitch Perkins 1913
Seven-year-old Michael and Eileen enjoy the adventures of encountering gypsies, their experiences at the
fair, and their eventual immigration to the United States.
Between Two Kingdoms - Suleika Jaouad 2022-03-01
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A searing, deeply moving memoir of illness and recovery that traces one
young woman’s journey from diagnosis to remission to re-entry into “normal” life—from the author of the
Life, Interrupted column in The New York Times ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York
Times Book Review, The Washington Post, Bloomberg, The Rumpus, She Reads, Library Journal, Booklist •
“I was immersed for the whole ride and would follow Jaouad anywhere. . . . Her writing restores the moon,
lights the way as we learn to endure the unknown.”—Chanel Miller, The New York Times Book Review

The Glass Castle - Jeannette Walls 2007-01-02
A triumphant tale of a young woman and her difficult childhood, The Glass Castle is a remarkable memoir
of resilience, redemption, and a revelatory look into a family at once deeply dysfunctional and wonderfully
vibrant. Jeannette Walls was the second of four children raised by anti-institutional parents in a household
of extremes.
A Few Perfect Hours - Josh Neufeld 2004
Using a graphic novel format, the autobiographical cartoonist takes readers on a dramatic tour of places as
an-age-of-license-a-travelogue-lucy-knisley
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“Beautifully crafted . . . affecting . . . a transformative read . . . Jaouad’s insights about the self,
connectedness, uncertainty and time speak to all of us.”—The Washington Post In the summer after
graduating from college, Suleika Jaouad was preparing, as they say in commencement speeches, to enter
“the real world.” She had fallen in love and moved to Paris to pursue her dream of becoming a war
correspondent. The real world she found, however, would take her into a very different kind of conflict
zone. It started with an itch—first on her feet, then up her legs, like a thousand invisible mosquito bites.
Next came the exhaustion, and the six-hour naps that only deepened her fatigue. Then a trip to the doctor
and, a few weeks shy of her twenty-third birthday, a diagnosis: leukemia, with a 35 percent chance of
survival. Just like that, the life she had imagined for herself had gone up in flames. By the time Jaouad flew
home to New York, she had lost her job, her apartment, and her independence. She would spend much of
the next four years in a hospital bed, fighting for her life and chronicling the saga in a column for The New
York Times. When Jaouad finally walked out of the cancer ward—after countless rounds of chemo, a clinical
trial, and a bone marrow transplant—she was, according to the doctors, cured. But as she would soon learn,
a cure is not where the work of healing ends; it’s where it begins. She had spent the past 1,500 days in
desperate pursuit of one goal—to survive. And now that she’d done so, she realized that she had no idea
how to live. How would she reenter the world and live again? How could she reclaim what had been lost?
Jaouad embarked—with her new best friend, Oscar, a scruffy terrier mutt—on a 100-day, 15,000-mile road
trip across the country. She set out to meet some of the strangers who had written to her during her years
in the hospital: a teenage girl in Florida also recovering from cancer; a teacher in California grieving the
death of her son; a death-row inmate in Texas who’d spent his own years confined to a room. What she
learned on this trip is that the divide between sick and well is porous, that the vast majority of us will travel
back and forth between these realms throughout our lives. Between Two Kingdoms is a profound chronicle
of survivorship and a fierce, tender, and inspiring exploration of what it means to begin again.
Displacement - Lucy Knisley 2015-02-08
In her graphic memoirs, New York Times-best selling cartoonist Lucy Knisley paints a warts-and-all portrait
of contemporary, twentysomething womanhood, like writer Lena Dunham (Girls). In the next installment of
her graphic travelogue series, Displacement, Knisley volunteers to watch over her ailing grandparents on a
cruise. (The book’s watercolors evoke the ocean that surrounds them.) In a book that is part graphic
memoir, part travelogue, and part family history, Knisley not only tries to connect with her grandparents,
but to reconcile their younger and older selves. She is aided in her quest by her grandfather’s WWII
memoir, which is excerpted. Readers will identify with Knisley’s frustration, her fears, her compassion, and
her attempts to come to terms with mortality, as she copes with the stress of travel complicated by her
grandparents’ frailty.
To Afghanistan and Back - Ted Rall 2003-09-01
Introduction by Bill Maher. When U.S. bombs started raining on the Taliban, Rall jumped on a plane
straight to the war zone to get the real story for himself. Featuring his Village Voice articles and a graphic
novel.
This Place - Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm 2019-05-31
Explore the past 150 years through the eyes of Indigenous creators in this groundbreaking graphic novel
anthology. Beautifully illustrated, these stories are an emotional and enlightening journey through
Indigenous wonderworks, psychic battles, and time travel. See how Indigenous peoples have survived a
post-apocalyptic world since Contact. This is one of the 200 exceptional projects funded through the
Canada Council for the Arts’ New Chapter initiative. With this $35M initiative, the Council supports the
creation and sharing of the arts in communities across Canada.
The Light We Lost - Jill Santopolo 2017-05-09
The New York Times Bestseller and A Reese’s Book Club Pick “This love story between Lucy & Gabe spans
decades and continents as two star-crossed lovers try to return to each other…Will they ever meet again?
This book kept me up at night, turning the pages to find out, and the ending did not disappoint.”—Reese
Witherspoon “One Day meets Me Before You meets your weekender bag.”—The Skimm
“Extraordinary.”—Emily Giffin He was the first person to inspire her, to move her, to truly understand her.
Was he meant to be the last? Lucy is faced with a life-altering choice. But before she can make her decision,
an-age-of-license-a-travelogue-lucy-knisley

she must start her story—their story—at the very beginning. Lucy and Gabe meet as seniors at Columbia
University on a day that changes both of their lives forever. Together, they decide they want their lives to
mean something, to matter. When they meet again a year later, it seems fated—perhaps they'll find life's
meaning in each other. But then Gabe becomes a photojournalist assigned to the Middle East and Lucy
pursues a career in New York. What follows is a thirteen-year journey of dreams, desires, jealousies,
betrayals, and, ultimately, of love. Was it fate that brought them together? Is it choice that has kept them
away? Their journey takes Lucy and Gabe continents apart, but never out of each other's hearts. This
devastatingly romantic debut novel about the enduring power of first love, with a shocking, unforgettable
ending, is Love Story for a new generation. “It's the epic love story of 2017.”—Redbook
Follow Me In - Katriona Chapman 2018-09-20
Kat had no responsibilities and nothing to tie her down. But she had graduated university with no plans.
She was an artist who hadn't drawn in five years. She was lost. What's more, she'd been avoiding admitting
to herself something that all those around her knew; that her boyfriend, Richard, has a serious problem
with alcohol. Looking for a fresh start, the two of them quit Mexico for what they expected to be an
adventure of a lifetime. It led to experiences that changed both their lives and to Kat rediscovering a love of
art, a lifelong attachment to Mexico and the strength to move on.
Kid Gloves - Lucy Knisley 2019-02-26
A New York Times bestseller If you work hard enough, if you want it enough, if you’re smart and talented
and “good enough,” you can do anything. Except get pregnant. Her whole life, Lucy Knisley wanted to be a
mother. But when it was finally the perfect time, conceiving turned out to be harder than anything she’d
ever attempted. Fertility problems were followed by miscarriages, and her eventual successful pregnancy
plagued by health issues, up to a dramatic, near-death experience during labor and delivery. This moving,
hilarious, and surprisingly informative memoir, Kid Gloves, not only follows Lucy’s personal transition into
motherhood but also illustrates the history and science of reproductive health from all angles, including
curious facts and inspiring (and notorious) figures in medicine and midwifery. Whether you’ve got kids,
want them, or want nothing to do with them, there’s something in this graphic memoir to open your mind
and heart.
The Rebellion of Miss Lucy Ann Lobdell - William Klaber 2015-02-17
At a time when women did not commonly travel unescorted, carry a rifle, sit down in bars, or have romantic
liaisons with other women, Lucy Lobdell boldly set forth to earn men's wages. Lucy Lobdell did all of these
things in a personal quest to work and be paid, to wear what she wanted, and love whomever she cared to.
But to gain those freedoms she had to endure public scorn and wrestle with a sexual identity whose
vocabulary had yet to be invented. In this riveting historical novel set in upstate New York in the 19th
century, William Klaber captures the life of a brave woman who saw well beyond her era. The Rebellion of
Miss Lucy Ann Lobdell is the fictionalized account of Lucy's foray into the world of men and her inward
journey to a new sexual identity. It is her promised memoir as hear and recorded a century later by William
Klaber, an upstream neighbor. Meticulously researched and told with compassion and respect, this is
historical fiction at its best.
Lucy in the Sky - Anonymous 2012-05
A diary by an unnamed 16-year-old drug addict from an upper middle-class neighborhood in Santa Monica
documents the ruination of her life after experimenting with drugs and alcohol at a party, after which she
rejects everything she once cared about. By the author of O. Simultaneous.
Stepping Stones - Lucy Knisley 2020-05-05
This contemporary middle-grade graphic novel about family and belonging from New York Times
bestselling author Lucy Knisley is a perfect read for fans of Awkward and Be Prepared. Jen is used to not
getting what she wants. So suddenly moving the country and getting new stepsisters shouldn't be too much
of a surprise. Jen did not want to leave the city. She did not want to move to a farm with her mom and her
mom's new boyfriend, Walter. She did not want to leave her friends and her dad. Most of all, Jen did not
want to get new "sisters," Andy and Reese. As if learning new chores on Peapod Farm wasn't hard enough,
having to deal with perfect-at-everything Andy might be the last straw for Jen. Besides cleaning the chicken
coop, trying to keep up with the customers at the local farmers' market, and missing her old life, Jen has to
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deal with her own insecurities about this new family . . . and where she fits in. New York Times bestselling
author Lucy Knisley brings to life a story inspired from her own childhood in an amazing journey of unlikely
friends, sisters, and home. "Funny, sweet, and real." -Jennifer & Matthew Holm, co-creators of the
bestselling Babymouse series "This book is gorgeous. Highly recommended." -Kristen Gudsnuk, creator of
Making Friends
The Vanished Path - Bharath Murthy 2015-02-01

celebrate books. What could go wrong? EVERYTHING - especially when making new friends brings out an
AWKWARD BUZZING feeling all over her body. But Olivia, Cassie, Henry and Ed have something that
makes Tabby come back. Maybe it's the Austen-themed fancy-dress parties, or Ed's fluffy cat Mrs Simpkins,
or could it be Henry himself ... Can Tabby let her weird out AND live THE BEST BOOKISH LIFE POSSIBLE?
The World Book Encyclopedia - 2002
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school
students.
Baggywrinkles - Lucy Bellwood 2016-09-06
Welcome to the world of Baggywrinkles a rollicking, educational survey of maritime lore, built around
cartoonist Lucy Bellwood's time aboard tall ships. From the scourge of scurvy to the exhilaration of
climbing the rigging for the first time, Lucy's comics bring the reader into a world of high seas history and
informative adventure with "a sheer and unremitting sense of joy (Andy Oliver, Broken Frontier).""
Apple Crush - Lucy Knisley 2022-05-03
After finally adjusting to life on a family farm with two brand new step-sisters, a young girl faces an even
bigger challenge - figuring out where she fits in at her first year in middle school. This middle grade
graphic novel explores family, friendship, and change! Jen is just getting used to her life on Peapod Farm
with her new stepsisters, Andy and Reese. But when the school year starts, there are even more changes in
store for her. Jen has to navigate new friends and new challenges--but at least she'll have Andy with her,
right? As she starts the sixth grade, she finds that her stepsister seems way more interested in crushes and
boys than hanging out with her, while Jen wants to know when the world decided boys and girls couldn't be
"just friends" anymore. Jen's story continues in the standout sequel to Stepping Stones that captures
everything awesome (and scary) about growing up.
A New England Girlhood - Lucy Larcom 1889

Are You My Mother? - Alison Bechdel 2012-05-01
The New York Times–bestselling graphic memoir about Alison Bechdel, author of Fun Home, becoming the
artist her mother wanted to be. Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home was a pop culture and literary phenomenon.
Now, a second thrilling tale of filial sleuthery, this time about her mother: voracious reader, music lover,
passionate amateur actor. Also a woman, unhappily married to a closeted gay man, whose artistic
aspirations simmered under the surface of Bechdel's childhood…and who stopped touching or kissing her
daughter good night, forever, when she was seven. Poignantly, hilariously, Bechdel embarks on a quest for
answers concerning the mother-daughter gulf. It's a richly layered search that leads readers from the
fascinating life and work of the iconic twentieth-century psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott, to one explosively
illuminating Dr. Seuss illustration, to Bechdel’s own (serially monogamous) adult love life. And, finally, back
to Mother—to a truce, fragile and real-time, that will move and astonish all adult children of gifted mothers.
A New York Times, USA Today, Time, Slate, and Barnes & Noble Best Book of the Year “As complicated,
brainy, inventive and satisfying as the finest prose memoirs.”—New York Times Book Review “A work of the
most humane kind of genius, bravely going right to the heart of things: why we are who we are. It's also
incredibly funny. And visually stunning. And page-turningly addictive. And heartbreaking.”—Jonathan
Safran Foer “Many of us are living out the unlived lives of our mothers. Alison Bechdel has written a
graphic novel about this; sort of like a comic book by Virginia Woolf. You won't believe it until you read
it—and you must!”—Gloria Steinem
Oh William! - Elizabeth Strout 2022-04-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pulitzer Prize winner Elizabeth Strout explores the mysteries of
marriage and the secrets we keep, as a former couple reckons with where they’ve come from—and what
they’ve left behind. BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Maureen
Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air “Elizabeth Strout is one of my very favorite writers, so the fact that Oh William!
may well be my favorite of her books is a mathematical equation for joy. The depth, complexity, and love
contained in these pages is a miraculous achievement.”—Ann Patchett, author of The Dutch House I would
like to say a few things about my first husband, William. Lucy Barton is a writer, but her ex-husband,
William, remains a hard man to read. William, she confesses, has always been a mystery to me. Another
mystery is why the two have remained connected after all these years. They just are. So Lucy is both
surprised and not surprised when William asks her to join him on a trip to investigate a recently uncovered
family secret—one of those secrets that rearrange everything we think we know about the people closest to
us. What happens next is nothing less than another example of what Hilary Mantel has called Elizabeth
Strout’s “perfect attunement to the human condition.” There are fears and insecurities, simple joys and acts
of tenderness, and revelations about affairs and other spouses, parents and their children. On every page of
this exquisite novel we learn more about the quiet forces that hold us together—even after we’ve grown
apart. At the heart of this story is the indomitable voice of Lucy Barton, who offers a profound, lasting
reflection on the very nature of existence. “This is the way of life,” Lucy says: “the many things we do not
know until it is too late.” ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times Book Review,
The Washington Post, Time, Vulture, She Reads
The Paper & Hearts Society - Lucy Powrie 2019-06-13
The first Paper & Hearts Society adventure. Join Tabby and The Paper & Hearts society gang in this joyful
comfort read and celebration of books from Booktuber Lucy Powrie - all about what happens when you let
your weird out! The perfect book for fans of Alice Oseman, Holly Smale and Zoella. Tabby Brown is tired of
trying to fit in. She doesn't want to go to parties - in fact, she would much rather snuggle up on the sofa
with her favourite book. It's like she hasn't found her people ... Then Tabby joins a club that promises to
an-age-of-license-a-travelogue-lucy-knisley

A Lady's Guide to Fortune-Hunting - Sophie Irwin 2022-07-12
“Bridgerton fans will swoon over this entertaining romp through Britain’s Regency-era high society.”
—People "A Lady's Guide to Fortune Hunting is a sharp, modern, and absolutely delicious take on the
marriage plot. Sophie Irwin's debut is one of the most fun, romantic books I've read in a long time. I cannot
wait to see what she does next." --Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling author of Malibu Rising
A whip-smart debut that follows the adventures of an entirely unconventional heroine who throws herself
into the London Season to find a wealthy husband. But the last thing she expects is to find love… Kitty
Talbot needs a fortune. Or rather, she needs a husband who has a fortune. Left with her father’s massive
debts, she has only twelve weeks to save her family from ruin. Kitty has never been one to back down from
a challenge, so she leaves home and heads toward the most dangerous battleground in all of England: the
London season. Kitty may be neither accomplished nor especially genteel—but she is utterly single-minded;
imbued with cunning and ingenuity, she knows that risk is just part of the game. The only thing she doesn’t
anticipate is Lord Radcliffe. The worldly Radcliffe sees Kitty for the mercenary fortune-hunter that she
really is and is determined to scotch her plans at all costs, until their parrying takes a completely different
turn…. This is a frothy pleasure, full of brilliant repartee and enticing wit--one that readers will find an
irresistible delight.
Something New - Lucy Knisley 2016-05-03
Presents an illustrated memoir of what happens after the proposal. Fascinated and horrified by the wedding
industry. the author set out to put her own stamp on the tradition and create the most adorable DIY
wedding imaginable.
You Are New - Lucy Knisley 2019-03-12
A world of being new is waiting for little ones and the grown-ups who love them in this warm and funny
book perfect for baby showers. From napping to crying, cuddling to playing, this book introduces the world
with humor, honesty, and unmitigated sweetness. Award-winning author and artist Lucy Knisley celebrates
the joys of having—and being!—a baby in this timeless celebration of new beginnings and the
transformative power of love.
Radiator Days - Lucy Knisley 2008
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A collection of journal comics by popular cartoonist Lucy Knisley.
In the Kitchen with Alain Passard - Christophe Blain 2013-05-07
Presents a graphic account of chef Alain Passard's French kitchen, who shocked the culinary world by
removing meat from his acclaimed restaurant's menu, and includes insights into his creative process and
recipes adapted for the home kitchen.
Go to Sleep (I Miss You) - Lucy Knisley 2020-02-25
An irresistable and hilarious collection of New York Times bestselling author Lucy Knisley's cartoons about
new motherhood. Lucy Knisley is one of the great memoirists of the graphic novel format. Following the
completion of her pregnancy memoir Kid Gloves (and the birth of her baby), Lucy embarked on a new
project: documenting new motherhood in short, spontaneous little cartoons, which she posted on her
Instagram, and which quickly gained her a huge cult following among other moms. The best of those wildly
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popular little cartoons are collected in this adorable gift book, Go to Sleep (I Miss You), a perfect read for
expecting parents, new parents, and anyone who loves funny, relatable comics storytelling.
The Cave Twins - Lucy Fitch Perkins 1916
One in a series of stories that introduce a period of history and a geographical location through the
adventures of twins. Here, cave twins Firetop and Firefly take us to prehistoric times when man was a
hunter and wore the skins of animals.
An Age of License - Lucy Knisley 2014-09-09
Written during a European book tour promoting her work, a cartoonist depicts the new experiences,
romantic encounters, and cute cats she met as she visited historic cities across the continent.
Cousin Lucy at Study - Jacob Abbott 1864
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